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The SCEP was organized last November. At the first meeting, the students forming the committee decided on this approach, considering it as an immediate stepping-stone to commuter integration into the various activities.

The report closed with two specific recommendations: that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

The Committee on Commuter Conditions and Inscomm agreed by recommending it.

E. The Commuter Center. The committee decided on this approach, considering it as an immediate stepping-stone to commuter integration into the various activities.

The report closed with two specific recommendations: that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

F. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

G. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

H. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

I. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

J. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

K. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

L. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

M. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

N. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

O. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

P. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

Q. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

R. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

S. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

T. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

U. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

V. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

W. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

X. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

Y. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.

Z. The Commuter Problem. The committee recommended that Inscomm approve the new Commuter Association (Inscomm did so), and that the committee continue its work on the problem of commuter "a sense of belonging." The SCEP felt that this approach is not feasible at the present time because of crowded dormitory conditions and Inscomm agreed by rejecting it.